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C3
in educational research studies the principal investigator takes

tai

A

steps'to insure the ualidity.of reported findings by designing- the study.

properly and analyzing the data thoroughly. I ;s only when failure of

design and analysis efforts occurs thatspuriowr findingsjare reported.

Beyond the reporting stage may lie the scrutiny of coljegues, an audience

of policy makers with their own urgent perspecties, a need forkeplication;

and a hope of further ure'r's-tending of fie reed e ffects..

1.

Our sympostum today is cone rned with-the research irplications'of

data aggregation and unit of analysis issues. These topics m-eny

\tires are obscured by overly detailed statistical and mathematical rethcd-

ologies. Yet .it is reaningful to characterize their,:intention ritW.the

iliar_story of the man seeking to locate his house keys tw o blocks from

where they were lost because of .better light where he was looking. In

this sac -vein let ne say that those ,with inforrItion needs concerning

state-level policy will not find appropriate answers using the pilpil'as

-4N1 . the analysis unit'even though that is-rany tires the'ricst conventional

(place to look. Similarly, one cannot expect to shed light on the effects

* Paper presented at .annual AERA convention hejd.in_San Francisco, April,

1976. Author's current addreis is: Suite 1137, 733 15th Street, M.W.,
Washington, O.C. 20009
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of a particular instructional technique on the pp by analyzing district-

level aggregates. The choice of a Gf analysis in all cases Est be

I

,

,directedir th-ted by e resear = goals,-.-4-- .)/ tt), '4,:el_ence for the findings and

I
- . .

4 their special needs,. and -Sy methodological considerations s....mh as inde-

4

iendenie of the units.

.4
It will now be noted how aggregation and unit of analysis phenomena .

have potential for creating spurious analysis out ;r 3y way of pro -

teed to these problems it is necessary to cons;der fr.everal areasthat

are oftenthought to-be unrelated, and then to re-introdiice analysfs techn;-

ques.from a new point, of view.

Subsample Boundary (the S variable)
-4,

0

Niewtog subsamples of the units of analysis in a data base may be done

ftivi several ways and for several reasons. Subsamples are often separated.

according to identifying featurei such as-school grade level, instructional

treatment and so co. Once such samples are identified it is a simple task

i6 devise a mapping variable called G that will serve to define the boundaries._

of the subsaMple. This S.variable is-nothing more 'than a rule for one of

two actions: (1) forming aggregates (or averages, as ;s utually the :case),

and (2) identifying interactions amoog elements of X and Y.. Oefiniiion of
.

Interactions through the usg of G is accomplished by simply using zhe rules

to expand the analysis model, or, in gineral.linear mode( terminology; by
Im

expanding the number of predictor variables. The presenrpaper shows several

effects of sample boundary variables in routinelanalysis efforts in light of

3 ,
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','Yypothetioal parent-sample-hbmogeeity or hetenogemity.

Traditional. S,Appresscr Phenomena

The action of indtpenlent variables adding. to prediction of a depen-

dent variable throt- h aPparent relat.ponships with other ilpependent variables

not t7t-rogh direct relationships with the depentvarilablehis een

termed the s4PPresscr effect. Two conditions must be net before the Inde-
.

ence,t variable ;s thoL:ght to be operating as a classical or traditional

(Cdhen S Cohen, 1975; Conger, 1974) suppressor in multipferegression

settings: -(1) the X variable must be only slighcly or not at all

related to the dependent variable (Y) and (2) this same X variable must be

strongly related to at least oce-other-X variable. Under theseltonditions

multible prediction will -be increased by a factor that usually exceeds the

. .bivariate relation between Y. and the X (suppressor) varjable. For this-
,

.reason, suppressors are welcome additions to multiple regression models.
..-

3eyond this highly specific pattern of bivariate correlations, a traditional
-..- . . .

suppressor is identified by itp negative regression weight. Thus, the
-0.,,,

-. . , .

-

regressi6n'weight which a suppressor acquires is positive when it is nogative-
.

ly correlated with the4dependent variable. in other language; the raw

,

weight and the standardized (or beta) weight havE opposite signs.

Suppressor phenomena occur only when an inconsistency exists'between

the X variable set and the Y variable. inionsistency arises from the manner
.

in which subsamples of Y are related differentially to X. The variance
fr

k
in Y,.-ay be visualized as beirrgza*osed of a subset of Y scores fearing a

-4
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positive correlation with selected X
;

values and another subset of Y bear -

ing no correlation wilth the remainder of XI values in the equation

Xi Er X2- This latter subset of Y is highly predictible fromrthe cotres-
.

pondtng X2 values even though lin the Whole Y and X1 are not related. In

this exatple, is the stippresttc variable. -Uhen all Y values are used to

compute r (Y, X2), the corcelationfmtmear zero, but it is possible to find

a smaller se; of which is !highly correlated with a corresponding X_ set.

In order for the s pressor effect to operate, then, Xiand X2 must share

these subsample boundarie/
-

Guilford (194) and others do not appeal to this type of explanation
4

of suppressor effects, although a discussion of variance borders,
.

sample boundary explanation proposed in the present paper. it is explained

.

that X1, in spite of a correlation with Y, has sane variance that correlates

near zero with Y. It is because of ihisX
I
variance that the correlation

between Y and X
1

is prevented Trom'being even larger., Nom, variable )1
.

"'correlatei highly Ilith X2 (the suppressor) because they have lin cocoon that

variance not shared by Y. Thus, including X2 in the multiple regression

model permits this portion of the Y variance to find ecapable predictor.

Ajzoundary explanation is more generally useful than thii traditional'var-

iane explanation of suppressors since it leads to the understanding of X-Y

relVtlionships in a broader number of analysis situations. Usefulness Of

this explanation will next be demonstrated with commonality analysis

interpretations.
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Negative :ommonalities

More recently than Suilford, Veldnan (l974) and Kerlinger S

Pedhazur (1973) have called attention to "negative contributions" in cam-

venality analysis resuits. The commonality procedure examines each X var-
.

.#

iabre as if it is the last variable in the dependent variable set to be

added to the regression equatidn. The net value of X-inthe equation is

the ?ercent ihcrease in explained Y variance as computed by.subLacting

the R2 figures of the before-and-after-X rodeis. The comibnality name

the procedure arises becamse pairs f.variables, triplets, and so on are

similarly treatedas'thelastadditions to theJrodel so that their common

net value may be deterraned. Since the output of oommonalit analysis

consists of percents of Y variance explained by both single and joint

contributions X's.rialse towai-d-explaing Y valiance, then the negative con-
.

tribution outcome is a signal that less than nothing in Y ha been explained.

Negative contributions are possible only for commonality values, that is for

1
pairs of X variables while they are impossible for unique (single X) con-

.

- -tributions.
.1.*

- 3esVde being a sad-state of affairs afier,reseallt funds have been

- expdèd4 oi'the study, explanation of less than nothing can also be a-clear'

signal that suppressors are operating in the 'data set. Extending the present

interpretation of Suppressors to negative contributions, then, suggests

that they are products of -the action of a boundary variable. Just as there

an inconsistendies7 in X-Y rplationshipls which will produce suppressor
4.

o
phenomena, coroonailty analysis will also register the knconsistencies. By

6
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inconsistency is meant the irregular quality of X-Y correlations when sub-

samples of X and Y are consideled. in other ucrds tne sample is not

homogeneous with regard to the ganner inrwhich X and.Y relate statistiCally.

for example one p ortion of the sample may be high and positively related on
.

X tnd Y. while another may he negatively related.,
41,

Analysis of Variance

The problem of samOle heterogenity can also be cons:icier:L.4 in the
..

context of analysis of variance situatiofis, where effects are sought as

indicators of experimental ireaiment outcomes. *Traditional use of the

tetra "relationships" is rye -for pbservational-correlational research

studies While use of the term "effects" is usually reserved for experimental

studies.. In either case the G variable is a useful heuristic for the topic

of spurious aggregatioh and the units of analysis.

Attention to parent sample heterogenity in experimentl.schogi effect

studies comes from the popular textbook by class 6 Stan4y (1970). Their

verbal analysis of independence and the sampling units of analysis led_them

to conclude that degrees of freedom must suffer if the research settingois

the intact classroom. A setting such as this is quite fiequent_in Our-re-

search, and unfortunately it is many tires mistreated in the statistical

analysis work. Glass and Stanley (1970).recommend_that one form classroom'
. ,.- . . .

means and adjust degrees of freedom accordingly. That is, the researcher
- .

should aggr egate.the pupil scores, form classroom Means, and adjust df to

.reflect the number of classrooms, rather than' the number of- pupils.

-7
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. . 't

in terns of the G Iariable approach to titsawatysis of Varience

situation, it nay be clear already that the G variable is the classroom

4

identification of each pupil. If Glass & Stanley are empirically correct,

we must expect there to be considerable subsample heterogenitywith respect

G., for if the sample i? found ,to be homogeneous with respect to S then.
":aggregation and loss of df is-a questionable procedure.

."

Because aggregation may be quesilonable and because it is often

done--sometiv66 butomavically:-.,when analyzing both effects and relation-

ships the recommendation is best subjected routinely to empirical test.

Poyhor (i574) has,Providedevidence that the untested use of _aggregate

units of analysis .of classroom (and Sometimes, individual units of analysis)
I e

can 'lead to grievous Type 1 a?; 11 errors. Either unit of Analysis can lead

to errors, so exclusive use of either'unit accomplishes nothiiig. -A pre -
,

'

analysts step required to Tdentlfy thi proper unit of apalysis. In -an

investigation of the independence ot, analysis units,-Glendening (1976)

discusses the use of this pre-analysistest, but finds,it to be t00-00C1-
.1

serative-62. too liberal a test in selected Vituations of independent and

dependent - units. These two studies show the empirical test,of a unit of

anaysis witrrespect_to samplehomogeneity, and the importance .of manage-

IrTnt control in 'effect studies. for protection of .the select9d units.'
.

4 -
. .

Beciuse of the great loss of information that occurs with aggregation

(J5oynor, 1975) it should Sot be done unt1-1 after it is proven necessary.

1,1Welation and Regression ,
Thorndike (1939) called attention to the operation of 6 in correlational-

-.

....-

relationship studies by illustrating the spurious development of a relationship

7
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across higher order aggregations. His early example calls attention to
. h

real-world manifestations:of G. Twelve school districts were 41Irch asked
. .._--

to provide two data points on each pupkt.in the district:,

.

the pupil's IQ score (X) and the.number ofroares available" in the school
.

building where each-pupil was taught (Y). Each individual district was

quite heterogeneous with respect to these variables. That is, within

. _

each district there was a broad range of lQs and rooms yet there was no
-

correlation between these X and Y variables within each district. The

problem in the example comes from heterogenizy on thefe X-Y variables

across. districts. When the 12 districts were combined and a correlation

coefficient was computed, it was.45, not -.00 as it has belen in each district
. - t-

. individaally. No'aggregation had yet taken place. -Once school disiricti

aggregates (means) were used, the resulitng cgerelation 11.1. .//90.

Extensiye research work with simulations and literature reviews by

the team of ii and - Burstein have been done in the correlation and

regression analysis areas (Hannan971;-Burstein, 1975). These studies

provided the impetusfor the present synthes4s of the effects and relationships
, 4.

areas using the G variable concept. This author has sought to apply their

detailed Statistical reiparch findings to Popular analysis models,.
.

nontechnical language. .Where the above athors refer to-bias and ihefficiency

(or inaccuracy and of regression weights,lheti terms have

been.collected here under the labei "spurious." Ustig tneir findings to'

predict spurious crrelations, it isriecessary to-employ the G variable'

again. Briefly, they.conculde-that;spurious relationsh4s will products'''

9
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of situations where strong relationships- exist among Gam( or G-Y Recall

.

that )o.etli these, situapons:dere present in the Thorndike paper which
_

\ , -, ....

is somewhat classic as an example of confounded or proxy relationships.

,

, Measurement of G

Before ending this paper, let me say that it is very little Comfort

to,know that suppressors, negative commonalities, Type 1 and Type II errors

-and inflated_correlation coefficients can be explained in terms of a G

. .

variable used to establish the unit of anaiysis4 Research which is care-

fully planned and conducted will rarely be affected by this as a nuisance

at the time of data analysis. Stilt, ourunderstnading of effects and

relationships among measures of interest is many times. itsufficient to
('

control all the potential contaminant-of our findings.
4

. .

An ultima,te solution is believed to be the measurement of G itself,
. _ .

for if,G.is viewed as an bstritt rule for selecting or for4ing observe-
,

. . 1

tions into groups :prior to analysis, then G is truly a potent treatment

variable. This solution does not refer to the practice of simply includingk
dummy variables in a regression equation as indicators cf school dis.trict,

. -. . .
.

- .

., and school building location of the Observation.
.

. z

The 'importance of fully specified models,. or trde starting models as -,

they are sometimes called,is Well known to data analysts. While the

practice-of using such dummy yariables Often increases the percent of

explained criterion variance, it does no0ing more .than acknowledge G

as potent.-

. ,
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Ir is the measurement of the underlying classroom, school building
v.

or district differences that will proinote.our understanding 61'G and

the effects andrelationships associated with our criterion variables'.
-

instead of making sterile statements such as "Twenty percentof the.
I

criterion variance was explained by school building differences?" the

: . t-, .

researchir may someday be' able to offer richer, more meaningful state-

ments relating criterion. variance to specific features of conditions,

such. as teacher warmth, type of discipitnary policy, student body-
-... .

,

cohesiveness-presence of open classrobms or other substantive learning

variables.

I*
I

.
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